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1. OF THE ESTIMATED TWO HUNDRED THOUSAND PERSONS CONGREGATED IN
   THE MEXICO CITY ZOCALO ON THE EVENING OF 27 AUGUST 1968, APPROX-
   IMATELY ONE HUNDRED FIFTY THOUSAND WERE LOCAL STUDENTS,
   TEN THOUSAND STUDENTS FROM OUTSIDE MEXICO CITY, AND FORTY THOUSAND
   WORKERS, PEASANTS, INTELLECTUALS, ARTISTS, ETC., INCLUDING Bystanders.
   THE ONLY DISORDERLY CONDUCT OBSERVED WAS THE PAINTING, WITH RED PAINT,
   OF OFFENSIVE SLOGANS ON THE WALLS OF THE NATIONAL PALACE AND
   THE SHOUTING BY A SMALL GROUP OF DEMONSTRATORS "EL VIEJO AL PAREDON"
   (THE OLD MAN CLEANING PRESIDENT DIAZ ORDAZ - IN THE WALL).
2. By the time speech making had finished, at about 2145 hours, only eighty to one hundred thousand demonstrators remained. At about 2200 hours, groups of students began arranging for a "sit-in" at the zocalo until 1 September (the day of the President's report to the nation) or until the students' demands are met. The students have announced that they are demanding a public debate at 1800 hours on 1 September, students from the school of philosophy and letters at the national university were the first to volunteer for the "sit-in", which will be accomplished by thirty to forty students each at the four corners of the zocalo. The students have school buses available to provide transportation for changes of shift every six hours and to keep those sitting-in provided with food.

3. As of 2200 hours, army troops were still stationed at the American Embassy.